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Continuum Publishing Corporation. Paperback. Book Condition: new. BRAND NEW, Danger Mouse's
The Grey Album, Charles Fairchild, This book marks the tenth anniversary of The Grey Album. The
online release and circulation of what Danger Mouse called his 'art project' was an unexpected
watershed in the turn-of-the-century brawls over digital creative practice. The album's suppression
inspired widespread digital civil disobedience and brought a series of contests and conflicts over
creative autonomy in the online world to mainstream awareness. The Grey Album highlighted, by its
very form, the profound changes wrought by the new technology and represented the struggle over
the tectonic shifts in the production, distribution and consumption of music. But this is not why it
matters. The Grey Album matters because it is more than just a clever, if legally ambiguous,
amalgam. It is an important and compelling case study about the status of the album as a cultural
form in an era when the album appears to be losing its coherence and power. Perhaps most
importantly, The Grey Album matters because it changes how we think about the traditions of
musical practice of which it is a part. Danger Mouse created a broad, inventive commentary on
forms of musical...
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Reviews
Just no phrases to describe. It typically does not price an excessive amount of. It is extremely di icult to leave it before concluding, once you begin to read
the book.
-- Felton Hessel
Simply no terms to clarify. It is actually loaded with knowledge and wisdom I am just delighted to let you know that this is the very best publication i have
got read through during my individual lifestyle and could be he very best pdf for actually.
-- Mr . Ca leb Q uig ley MD
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